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Chapter 9
The crew gathered in a small patch of cool grass across the field from the 

Corps hospital ship. Everyone looked wrung out; the memory of nearly crash 
into the churning bay was still fresh. Celia noticed fewer transports offloading 
people from the city than the last trip and the one before that. The conditions 
were deteriorating, and the thick smoke in the sky transformed the early 
afternoon into the gloaming. 

The thickest and darkest smoke rose above Nueva City through a low blanket 
of smoke and disappeared toward the ocean. Small blessings. Tattered gray 
survivors littered the field, bearing the same distant gaze. The haunting look was 
accentuated by the ghoulish black streaks below their eyes, nose, and mouth 
upon their ashen faces. Each face told a tale they would never speak of. 

Maxtron had already left on a self-assigned quest to find someone in charge. 
Each failed effort added to his building frustration and solidify his resolve. Celia 
admired his determination but didn't have the energy to search for an excuse to 
stop. The most she could muster was, drink water and check her feed for a 
message from her family. But there was no escaping the global tumult when the 
smell of fire and death clung to her clothes and hair. 

"It's strange, Hamilton broke the unofficial vow of silence, "this was similar to 
an electromagnetic pulse, but unlike an EMP, everything came back within a 
minute." Hamilton rubbed his temples as he scanned a holoscreen, "Our 
spectrography recording showed a spike across the board when it started." 

“The same thing happened back on Marina!“ Jacey said.

I've run a diagnostic, and Ensign Cort is correct; the 
events are identical. 

“Hmm.“  Water splashed everywhere but in the cup as Celia tried to refill her 
cup with her unsteady hands.

“I have no idea what it was or is.“ Hamilton looked up, “Jaddah, what 
happened to your hands?“ 

There was a terrible dull pain that she knew was the result of the misshapen, 
but she was so exhausted the pain seemed to be in another room. Celia looked at 
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her hands. The fingertips were bloody, one nail was purple, while a couple more 
fingers were swollen and discolored. She winced at the very sight and realized 
that sometimes it's better to not know a thing. Hamilton opened his medkit and 
muttered something about caring for a group of masochists. 

Celia's attention drifted elsewhere as the doctor went to work. Through the 
meandering diaspora, she spotted Maxtron heading back with an Arthropian in a 
Corps uniform. Hamilton tugged one finger, she hissed, then a warm pain 
flooded up her arm. A deep sound across the bay distracted her. It was a massive 
explosion, but there was no flash, just a boom. Then a plume of ejecta spread 
across the South, close to the  Sol Perrin Mountains. 

“I thought the UC would be here to help.“ Jacey eyed the lone Corps medical 
ship amongst the thousands of wounded diaspora. 

It was odd that nobody official was here. Celia looked away from the city and 
saw pockets of dense smoke up and down the coast. And somehow, thick 
columns of smoke rose from the ocean. Even if it was over, the destruction 
continued.

“You always see reports of the UC helping the ones that need help.” Jacey 
eyed the lone Corps medical ship. “I thought about doing one of their missionary 
things, but then the Stonegate contest changed that plan.“ The young Terran 
flopped against a  crate.

Celia looked at the Dragonfly sitting nearby with the city in the distance. 

“I guess you want to go back there.“ Hamilton groused as he applied a 
stabilizing gel to her fingers.

 “Uh, huh,“ Celia got up as the Corps officer approached, “Jacey, let's get the 
ship ready to go.“ 

Ph'avell was the first to his feet and pulled the pilot up by his hand. Hamilton 
groaned as he moved one limb at a time to build himself into the giant he was.

“I’ll prepare supplies for the next survivors.“ There was a high-pitched squeal 
as the Major detached from a portable hydrolysis unit.

Jacey followed her and Ph'avell up the ramp. 
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“Cadet Captain Celia Vickers, this is Lieutenant Sh’izkreidrik of the UCS 
Dawnstar. “ Maxtron said.

He had to slip the word 'cadet' in there. Maxtron's uniform looked cleaned 
and pressed again, and his hair looked untouched. She could only imagine how 
she looked in comparison. 

Of the seven races in the Union, the Arthropians were the most bio-diverse in 
size and shape. The Lieutenant was lanky to the extreme. The late-morning sun 
glistened off the dark carapace and spines. With pointy forearms folded close to 
her thorax, the Lieutenant bobbed as her antenna dabbed toward the three 
crewmembers. Antennae and mandible position was the chief point of 
Arthropian facial expression. Celia was no expert in reading their faces. The 
Lieutenant's blood-spattered surgery scrubs painted a grim picture of what was 
happening on the medical ship and her potential mood.

“You’re the commanding officer?“ Celia inquired.

“Apologies, buttt..tt our Commander is in surgery.“

“Understood, ma'am.“ Celia did her best to look like a professional.

“Your XO informs me you seekkKkk.. something?“ 

"We've been unable to locate any Stonegate or Corps commanders." Celia 
stared at the Arthropian's dome-shaped, satin-black eyes. "So far, you're it."

“Our situation is similar; my chief medical staff and I were on an in-orbit 
refittt..tt inspection when the earthquakes began. Our crew is still on leave. What 
do you need?“ The Lieutenant scratched her mandible with a spiked forearm. 

“You could give us orders.“ Maxtron offered. 

"I'm afraid nottt..tt cadettt..tt. You hold no commission in the Corps." Her 
loam-green head pivoted in his direction.

“But, we can help.“ He urged. 

“You have been a great..tt help to those you have brought here.“ 

The answer did not erase the look of want in Maxtron's eyes, and Celia 
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realized this was a dry hole.

“Thank you, Lieutenant. Let us know if there is anything you or your 
Commander need.“ Celia saluted the Arthropian officer before she returned to 
the ship.

“Guess we're on our own until further notice.“ Hamilton stretched with a 
dramatic groan.

“Maybe we should wait till the Commander is out of surgery?“ Maxtron 
urged.

Another explosion echoed across the bay. 

“That's what we need to worry about. Not play candy striper to a bunch of 
doctors and nurses.“ Celia pointed to the cloud of debris showering down.

                                                                                                    

The dark shapes of city buildings appeared and vanished like specters in the 
burning haze. Whatever dream they had to stop whatever was happening wasn't 
an option, but saving as many as possible was. Sixty-four souls was a good start, 
and the team was driven to add to that count. But Ph’avell watched Celia closely 
as she searched the city center and the last location of her father.

The water-laden ship labored away from the shoreline into the treacherous 
fury of the inner city. Jacey rose the Dragonfly above the standing smoke into 
what resembled a heavy fog.

“Anything?“ Maxtron called through layers of holoscreens of city maps.

“Between the growing electromagnetic and thermal interference, it's harder to 
locate lifeforms,“ Hamilton yelled back. The stress was getting to everyone.

Ph'avell had never experienced such rapid change in an area of operation. 
With no external command for overwatch and intel, locating survivors had come 
down to best guesses.
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“Where would people go?“ He asked the young Captain.

"The grand bandshell in Old City didn't look to have suffered as much 
damage when we last saw it, but it looks like it might be…."

Captain, I have located another from your father.

“Play it!“ Celia sat high.

Ph'avell smiled to himself; the old man was still kicking. Every ForceCon 
operator tipped their hat to the preceding generation and tough bastards like 'Big 
Jake' Vickers. Ph'avell prayed it would be the lift they needed.

_——Δ…Δ. .••••NOt over–––NOt safe–––——… @RAdVickers

So much for prayers. 

"We're in the city now; where are you? We'll come to you." Celia pressed a 
button, and the words joined the thread.

The thread spit-out dashes and the day took another pound of flesh.

“Major, can you get a lock on that transmission?“ Ph’avell said.

“Negative, the encryption is shielded and split, making it untraceable.“ Major 
Skandii's four hands moved with the precision of a concert musician.

Ph'avell looked at the holoscreen. How was it that two people using the most 
advanced communication equipment in the same city couldn't even talk to one 
another?

An alarm sounded.

Two objects are detected three thousand meters above.

Two immense shapes darkened the murky orange sky above. They rushed 
down with flames trailing behind as they descended into the smoke below and 
vanished, like tossing a coin in a fountain of cloudy water. Seconds later, 
explosions of superheated wind and flaming debris thundered like a bass drum 
against the Dragonfly's water-packed defense shields.  

“Hamii, that was close…." Jacey worked the controls to keep the ship steady 
and added some altitude, "Why didn't we get a warning of those incoming 
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warheads?"

“It wasn’t that close.“ Hamilton’s eyes were glued to a holo screen. “They 
struck over ten kilometers away.“

“But it looked like they were right above us,“ Maxtron said.

“There is no sign of air or spacecraft above.“ The pilot reviewed his sensors. 

"Each was nearly a kilometer in diameter," Hamilton said in awkward 
reverence.

More alarms sounded as more shapes appeared above, and the explosions 
continued. Maxtron activated the seat restraints. 

“Chief, who has stuff that big?“ Celia gripped the command chair.

“The Gurch dropped the biggest payload on a moon in their own system in a 
gesture of goodwill or madness. It was a pea compared to these. Nobody's got a 
ship large enough to drop anything this size—let alone, more than one.“

                                                                                                    

The ship shuddered, and Maxtron begged to differ with the assessment; 
someone did have a ship large enough.

“Just because we haven't been told by the extremists what they have, it seems 
they have something big enough.“ Maxtron couldn’t keep it in.

“What did you say?“ Celia spun around, her eyes bright and fixed on him.

"I said they must have something…." Of course, she wasn't listening to him.

“No, not that, before that.“ Her eyes looked a bit mad.

“Uh, they haven't told us?“ He hated word games, and he wasn't exactly sure 
what he said either

“Right. We've been in the city four times with no sign of a firefight or weapon 
radiation, and nobody's mentioned anything about seeing extremists.“ 
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“I haven't seen any other ships on our sorties,“ Jacey spoke up.

“Could this be a natural event, mistaken for an attack?“ Celia asked. 

“Feels like Pillars of Fire from the Great Seven,“ Jacey added.

Now they were off on another tangent of distraction. Maxtron needed to keep 
them on course to get out of here safely and not end up in the burning wreckage 
below.

"Divine retribution aside, I don't know of anything like this." Hamilton's eyes 
turned back to his screens, "Instrumentation is lighting up with some crazy 
readings down there. It's an unknown energy signature."

“External communications are overloaded with interference.“ Major Skandii 
thumped the console in a rare sign of emotion.

“There’s been trace readings of this energy all day. Holy shit, there’s an 
epicenter to all of this!“ Hamilton half stood up.

A purple dot appeared on the map of Nueva City. And as luck would have it, 
the spot was located at the Royal Palace. The intelligent thing to do would be, 
dump the water, and get into orbit. But not everyone shared Maxtron's sense of 
practicality.

                                                                                                    

"Say again?" Celia stared at the purple mark, the exact location where her 
father was.

“It all radiates from here.“ Hamilton gestured to the holoscreen. “I mean, 
there.”

Impact points appeared orange throughout the map in arcs, all converging to 
the purple dot. 

"The impacts radiate stochastically from the Palace. The shape of the curve is 
identical; the only variable is the frequency within the concentric zones." 
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Hamilton now stood.

"Transportation hubs, power station, Sterium Base, and Stonegate…." Ph'avell 
drew arcs on the map like a spiral linking the devastation. 

“So, this is directed by someone?“ Celia couldn’t believe the words.

“It’s not random,“ Ph'avell answered. 

“But, who could do this?“ Maxtron asked.

"It's not a natural event or a conventional attack." Hamilton dredged a gritty 
sleeve across his brow.

“Wait… What?“ Celia stood up as the Dragonfly buffeted in the turbulent air.

“There’s no conventional ordinance or energy weapon signatures.“

“What about asteroids?“ Celia asked.

“It’s possible. Those would produce similar impacts, but something feels 
wrong.“ Hamilton kicked his boot heel down as black pebbles clattered to the 
deck. 

“But they fell from the sky like asteroids,“ Jacey said.

“Hmmm..” Hamilton looked at the dark nodules around his boots. He bent 
over with a grunt and picked up a shiny nugget. Hamilton fished around in his 
lab coat and pulled out a small white sensor cube, and held over it the particle. 
Celia thought it an odd time for a geology break.

“Some special dirt?“ Maxtron said.

“Didn’t you find it odd how dark and crunchy the ground felt out there?“ 

“I was a bit distracted by imminent death to notice.“ Maxtron looked 
confused.

“I gotta say, I didn't notice anything either,“ Celia added.

The cube beeped. 

"Not dirt; this is pyroclastic material, found deep within a planet. There's not 
a lick of extraterrestrial radiation." Hamilton rolled the rough nugget between his 
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fingers, "Terra Prime is being used to destroy itself." 

“How,“ Celia exhaled.

“I have no idea. But something is relocating enormous volumes of Terra 
Prime's own mantle kilometers above the surface,“ He let the pebble fall, “and 
gravity does the rest.“ 

“But planets just don't do things like this.” Maxtron stared at him.

“I can't believe it either.“ Hamilton waved something away, “Let's look at the 
anecdotal evidence. Three factors eliminate the asteroid theory.“ 

The crew hung on his words. Nothing focused an audience's attention like the 
destruction of the world around you. Celia gave it up to her friend; he loved an 
audience.

"One, no extraterrestrial radiation. And two, we saw the objects fall. A slow 
asteroid travels roughly thirty kilometers per second. That's more than three 
hundred times the speed of sound. Even if the atmosphere scrubs off ten percent 
of that speed, it's still traveling a scootch under Mach three-hundred. Barely time 
for us to perceive the rate of movement."

“Playing demons' advocate here, what if these objects were towed into the 
planet's gravity then released?“ Ph'avell said 

"There are a few things that make that improbable. First, we didn't see tow-
ships or these massive objects in orbit when we arrived. Also, they wouldn't have 
descended in as straight a path due to Terra Prime's rotation—they would have 
impacted in an oblique angle." Hamilton let that sink in, "Third, these strikes 
happened simultaneously around the planet. And what do we know about how 
asteroids travel?“

Jacey raised his hand.

“Um… in a straight line?“ 

“Bongo! So how could so many enormous asteroids travel through space at a 
slow rate speed and simultaneously impact the planet? The percentage of failure 
would be high, leaving many of these slow asteroids lingering in orbit.“
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“But this is happening, so how?“ Major Skandii leaned forward on four arms.

“This is naturally impossible and scientifically improbable. The only anomaly 
is an unknown energy signature.“

The bridge lighting shifted into red as alerts of three incoming masses above 
the city appeared on the holoscreen. Jacey took evasive actions to avoid the 
impacts, but the shockwaves still buffeted the hull tripping more alarms. 

“How long can this go on?“ Maxtron said. 

“I’m reading increased seismic activity.“ Major Skandii spoke up. 

“It looks like an earthquake swarm.“ Hamilton turned toward them.

There are a new series of geysers in the bay.

“The area is becoming unstable.“ Hamilton looked scared.

“Do we have time for another rescue run?“ Celia considered how anyone 
down there would feel.

“Are you crazy?“ Maxtron said.

She wasn’t sure how to answer that.

“Chief?“ Celia needed to hear the answer from her guy on the ground.

“If we can find someone in a safe zone.“ Ph’avell nodded with a look like he 
read her mind.

"Let's try one more thing before we leave." Celia stood up, "Major, contact the 
Dawnstar and have them signal the planetary evacuation." She hated herself 
already for the words she had yet to voice, "Jacey, plot a course to the Royal 
Palace." 

“You are crazy.“ Maxtron pointed toward a column of black smoke, “Your 
father said it’s too dangerous.“ 

“If he's there, he knows something, and I can't leave him behind.“ Celia 
wouldn't back down, “Just as I wouldn't for any of you.“ 

“We never leave our own behind,“ Ph'avell spoke up.
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"Course laid in, Ma'am." The Dragonfly vectored towards the Palace.

“It looks like the Royal Palace hill hasn't suffered impacts like the 
surrounding area.“ Hamilton's words sprung hope in Celia.

"Evacuation notice sent," The Major paused and looked at the main screen, 
"I'll alert the Palace of our arrival, for whatever good it will do." 

The thick smoke that engulfed the city center thinned out around the Royal 
Palace hill as they approached. The enormous rise remained, but the Terran 
kingdom's soaring white stone and glass centerpiece was now a conglomeration 
of blackened slag. The majority of the great hill was free from impact craters, but 
the Palace was gone.

“Oh my Gods,“ Hamilton let slip.

"Now seems as good a time to find religion," Ph'avell said.

For seven centuries House, Charion had been a shining point of leadership for 
the Terran race and vital member of the Galactic Union; now, only smoke and fire 
issued from the Royal Palace.

"When my family dropped me off at Stonegate four months ago, it was our 
first time to the capital planet, and we went there." Jacey gawped.

“I was supposed to be there today.“ Maxtron stood up.

"Kr'lTraax is down there," Celia blinked, and Maxtron sat back down, "and my 
father too."

 The bridge fell silent as Ph’avell padded over to the command chair.

Scans indicate no life forms in the Palace, Captain.

Celia fell back into the chair, and the bridge grew hot. Jacey piloted the 
Dragonfly in a slow arc around the broad hill, but no angle improved the 
devastation below.

"Celia," Hamilton sounded like he was talking through glass, "I've located a 
lifeform below." 
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“Where?“ Her glassy eyes alight with hope.

"Down there," Hamilton shifted the holo-vis image to what once had been 
lush Royal Gardens hours ago and the location for the first Unity Day 
celebration. Now a glossy black depression with a tall glowing object in the 
center. Computer graphics framed and highlighted all the terrain features as the 
image zoomed in. "that's the epicenter."

Waves of visible energy pulsed out from the object amid the fiery lea. It was 
hard to determine its size, but it looked a few stories tall. The holo-vis locked its 
image and there looked to be a ring of eight fiery lumps surrounding the tall 
object. The computer isolated and identified a circular opening in a mound at the 
base of the glowing object. The heat mirage made it hard to see details, but the 
pulsing spire looked to be moving in place.

“What is that?“ Jacey croaked. 

“According to the Royal Palace database, that’s the brand new Unity Day 
sculpture. Carved from a single piece of Rellian basalt by Nörnish stone crafters.
“ Major Skandii spoke, “It says the sculpture is based on ancient drawings and 
engravings found on all seven homeworlds. It mentions nothing about glowing.“

“Not sure if it needs to be said, but maybe we should steer clear of that thing?
“ Hamilton piped up.

"I'm with you, Doctor," Maxtron said.

"Isn't that where you located the lifeform?" Ph'avell raised his thick eyebrows 
and whiskers.

Hamilton looked at his holo screens and nodded.

"Then we need to rescue whoever's down there," Celia said.

"Or capture," Ph'avell added. "Besides, it's just one slab of stone."

"This is one of seven; the others, plus tens-of-thousands Unity Markers are on 
the other six homeworlds." Major Skandii turned her seat toward the crew.

Celia hung her head. Was this happening on seven planets at the same time? 
Was the galaxy coming apart?
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“So, someone’s controlling all of this from down there?“ Maxtron added. 

“Unknown,“ Hamilton returned to his screens. 

“Find us a safe location to land down there.“ The brightness in Celia’s voice 
was gone, “Maybe we’ll get lucky and end this, or rescue one last person.“ 
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